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Since 2000, the fiercely innovative Clubbed Thumb has staged their annual 
Summerworks Festival at the Ohio Theater. An anchor in the downtown New 
York theater scene, it's a month long festival of new plays using some of the 
city's best theater talent. Two of the plays (of the three in the festival) that I 
viewed are both so fresh and wildly imaginative that one is left dramatically 
shocked and awed. We can only bow our heads in thanks for the muscular 
energy that Clubbed Thumb has shown through their commissions and 
development in this time of economic constipation 
 

punkplay by Gregory Moss 
is a story of adolescent 
angst set in during 
America's claustrophobic 
Reagan years. As Duck (an 
intense Alex Anfanger) 
proclaims, "the 70's was the 
asshole and the 90's are 
the balls, the 80's are the 
skin in between". He's a 
problem teenager in the 
'rebel without a cause' mold 
that has been kicked out of 
his home after refusing his 
father's request to go to an 
"army school". Duck shows 
up at his best friend 

Mickey's (a wonderfully awkward Michael Zagen). Mickey allows Duck to 
temporarily camp out on the floor of his cramped white on white bedroom (the 
ingenious set design is by Lee Savage who pulls a lot of surprises out of the 
small room). The only outlet the two boys have in the deadening confines of their 
insipid suburban world is the anarchy and outrageous rebellion of the era's punk 
rock music scene. 
 



Director Davis McCallum opens the play explosively with the two young actors 
ferociously roller skating (no rollerblades yet) around the tiny set. With their 
excellent maneuvering, Mickey and Duck perfectly capture the volcanic energy of 
the decade's lawlessness while the musical track is pitch perfect, running the 
gamut from the Dead Kennedys to the Circle Jerks. One of the best scenes in the 
play has the two actors facing the audience spitting out the possible names for 
their band growing more and more offensive before finding the best (worse?) 
name in a rush of orgasmic delight. 
 
Despite all the volatile mayhem, they're still two scared little boys struggling to 
grow up. Mickey starts to fall for Sue Giki (a suitably disdainful Carie Kawa) a 
young Asian girl thought to be the school slut. Duck falls (of sorts) for Chris 
Sawtelle (a menacing Matt Burns), a stereotypical leather jacked thug of the era. 
Both relationships end badly with Duck especially destroyed ("there's nothing out 
there, man, you are alone"). In a heartstopping closing, Mickey and Duck slow 
dance in a homoerotic embrace under a mirror ball with McCallum perfectly 
capturing the intense bonding inherent in male teenage friendship. An emotional 
parting between the two boys brings with it the harbinger of the disillusionment of 
adulthood. Both Anfanger and Zagen are terrifically gifted pulling off the delicate 
feat of portraying young male anxiety without a misstep. punkplay is a dizzying 
display of testosterone talent. 
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Punkplay 

 

Punkplay, the first of three plays in the “summerworks” festival at the Ohio Theatre, is an exciting, 

ferocious new play by Gregory Moss, transcending its subjects of punk, the 80s, and adolescence to form a 

kind of intense and meaningful fever dream, an ode to individuality and, for all adults struggling to make 

sense of their youth, a nostalgic and insightful look 

back.  

 

Reviewed by Max Rosen 

Punkplay, an excellent new play by Gregory Moss 

being presented as part of the Clubbed Thumb’s 

“summerworks” festival, is much more complex, 

introspective, and intelligent than it sounds. In the 

hands of a less exciting writer, the story of two boys in 

80s America discovering punk rock in the shadow of the Cold War might have degenerated into any of a 

number of inferior plays--losing itself, say, in meaningless apocalyptic fantasies or T.S. Elliott rants (about 

darkness and decay and subversion), or happily devolving into a nostalgic ode to punk fandom. Instead, 

Moss 's play transcends the obvious traps of its subect: it is neither a meaningless exercise in apocalyptic 

fantasy nor a nostalgic episode of energetic but empty fandom, but a complex, atomic play--never for a 

moment clichéd, simple, or meaningless. When Punkplay flirts with the apocalypse, as it often does, it does 

so for specific and important reasons; when its characters choose punk, they do so as part of a powerful 

statement about the nature of cultures and counter-cultures, freedom and control. Directed with insight and 

passion by Davis McCallum and acted with sincerity and energy by Alex Anfanger, Michael Zegen, Carie 

Kawa, and Matt Burns, Punkplay is an adult play with the energy of an adolescent fever dream: brimming 

with life, Moss’s work surrounds its protagonists with puppets, surrealist sequences, intense punk rock 

interludes, three-dimensional characters, violent and virulent language, and a powerful and compassionate 

analysis of the rarity of true individualism, the whole chaotic and mesmerizing whirlwind forming into a 

fabric of hormonal urgency that, like the play’s intensity, is a metaphor for adolescence itself. 

 

(Zegen and Anfanger, photo c/o Carl Skutsch) 

c/o Carl Skutsch) 



 

If that all sounds very abstract and intellectual, it is and it isn’t. At its core, Punkplay is a coming of age 

tale—an extremely funny, and appropriately awkward one. It begins in the Spring (as symbolized by the 

word “Spring” on the wall of Mickey’s room, one of several such signs delineating objects as “porn” or 

“records”). Mickey (Zegen), a middle-class suburban kid, meets Duck (Anfanger)—the proverbial, world-

wise subversive. After running away from home (after a disagreement with his father, or because Duck 

finds glamour in being an outcast), Duck moves in with Mickey. As the seasons go by, Duck becomes, in 

his own mind, a beacon of enlightenment; he disparages Mickey’s consumer culture and offers him (or 

really pressures him into accepting) its antithesis—punk rock. Duck is oppressive and often nasty—he 

indicts everything in Mickey’s life he doesn’t understand or like as not “punk enough,” including Mickey’s 

taste in girls, music, and fashion. 

 

The boy's dynamic, often shrouded in energy or homoeroticism, but never forgotten by the playwright, is 

established at the very beginning of the play: the first time Duck enters Mickey’s room, he criticizes it for 

not being anti-conformist enough (full of, say, rock pictures and signs of entropy), and Mickey responds 

that he keeps it that way because he “likes it clean.” To Duck, individuality is subverting an individual’s 

own desires or self to a counter-culture—to Mickey, it is less defined than that but far more individual—a 

quieter embrace of personal taste that asks for no confirmation from the outside world. These takes on 

individuality define the two characters: Duck is angry and insecure, and his love of punk and supposed 

hatred of America is increasingly dogmatic, whereas Mickey is more genuine and open, and increasingly 

confused as to why everyone is always trying to tell him how to act. 

 

As the play continues, Duck becomes meaner and more controlling as Mickey begins to understand the 

nature of the rules of “punk”—as Mickey, in effect, grows up, leaving the simplicity, artificial safety, and 

ultimately fear of Duck’s world behind—and the play builds well to its inevitable confrontation. When 

Mickey finally rejects Duck’s oppressive adherence to the “punk lifestyle,” he does more than simply 

question why he is expected to submit to unwritten, totalitarian rules (the fabric of societies, of the 

American 80s, and certainly, of high schools)—he questions whether or not punk is really subversive at all, 

striking out at the idea of “counter-culturalism” itself. “You talk just like them” Mickey says to Duck, 

referring to the “jocks” and the "cheerleaders": the language of punk, at least for Duck, is just as 

homophobic, just as repressed, just as boring, in effect, as the 80s family values it pretends to despise. As 

Mickey finally steps into the real world (as symbolized by a clever, if strange theatrical usage of roller 

skates), he does so by rejecting the false security of conformity and dogma--whether it wears a polo shirt or 

the glam moniker of a punk rocker. 

 

Broadly, Moss’s play is a coming of age story for Mickey, a funny, sexual, earnest play that hides violent 

and powerful truths just beneath its innocent and entertaining exterior. And, yet the play is about more than 

Duck or Mickey. The 80s, Moss suggests at the beginning of the play, are like the grundel of America 



(caught between the balls and the asshole, so to speak). But, though he says it in a clever and irreverent 

way, what Moss really means is that the 80s are the collective adolescence of modern America, and in this 

respect, the play is not just a coming of age for Mickey, but a coming of age for American society itself. 

The play, witty and fun as it is, hides patches of darkness at its edges—Moss packs in allusions to the cold 

war, a reference to the AIDs crisis, virulent homophobia—and any student of modern history knows that 

soon the internet will tear holes in the claustrophobic little white box of Mickey’s room, its only avenue to 

the world a tiny television set that, tuned correctly, peeks out at the Soviet Union with childlike innocence. 

The 80s, a time of dogmatic family values and equally dogmatic counter-cultures, will soon close with 

dramatic changes in American society, and violent revelations. And this connection, between the classic 

coming of age story, and America’s coming of age, is perhaps the smartest and subtlest revelation of 

Moss’s play. For even as the play lures its audience in with its clever lines, its feverish sexcapades, and its 

nostalgia for the dark ages before the internet transformed the innocence of Mickey and Duck into an 

anachronism, Moss’s work, like adolescence, like the 80s, hides beneath its surface violent truths on the 

verge of ripping the comforting fabric of childhood asunder. Go see it, while you can. 

Punkplay (1:40 minutes) 
Clubbed Thumb @ Ohio Theatre (66 Wooster Street) Tickets: theatermania.com or 
212-352-3101: $18, (Students, $15) Performances (through 6/13): Mon-Sun (except Wed.) 8:00 pm 



 
Spring-Snack-Record grooves into the 

Ohio with Clubbed Thumb’s Punkplay 
  

Suzanna Bowling 
June 14, 12:14 AM 
 

I have the flu so I sent Elissa Benes to review the Ohio Theatre production of 

Punkplay for me. Here is her review: 

 

A white washed set, akin 

to an uninhabited dorm 

room, is your first glimpse  

of Clubbed Thumb’s 

Punkplay. The open 

space of the Ohio Theatre 

accommodates itself 

wonderfully to suit the 

needs of this raunchy, 

1980’s view of teens in 

America, shrewdly 

directed by Davis 

McCallum. A recorded voice immediately puts us into the mindset, closing with a 

riotous and unprintable image. The main characters, Ducky and Mickey, are best 

friends. They zoom around stage on roller-skates, which serves, as a precise 

visual representation of the theme of the play, angry American youth searching 

for it’s niche in the world. Ducky, a rebel who has just been kicked out of the 

house, for not following dad’s rules, asks Mickey, an innocent outsider, trying to 

Michael Zegan and Alex Anfanger 
 



fit in, if her can stay at his house for a while.  These roles, keenly realized by Alex 

Anfanger, who brings Ducky alive with truth, fear and the fight that lives in the 

American teen, and Michael Zegen who brings authenticity to his portrayal of 

Mickey whose big emotions scare, fuel and irk  the shy boy next door. The 

friendship goes through stages that reveal their angst: punk music, outrageous 

outfits from safety pins to spray paint, and experiments in sadomasochism. As 

Mickey and Ducky: The white paper walls of their room transform, and are filled 

with graffiti and posters, reflecting how they feel. 

 

Questions of sexuality are a constant theme, as jokes are aimed at Mickey, 

whom the others imply is gay. The problems between Ducky and Mickey intensify 

and ignite as other characters are brought in. Sue, who Mickey likes and whose 

quirkiness and awkward moments are made vividly real by Carie Kawa, causes 

the most commotion. The two protagonists drift apart, as a result of Ducky’s 

disregard of Mickey’s feelings, which in turn brings about his own downfall. The 

arrival of Chris Sawtelle, whose grungy and self centered attitude are so 

precisely captured by Matt Burns, who plays several disruptive characters, brings 

about the Denouement. 

 

Ultimately Punkplay is about fitting in, finding out who you are, and accepting 

oneself. One character runs away, the other fights back, remaining an outsider 

because he knows it’s his truth. One follows the American nightmare: the other 

breaks free. 













 
 
Telethon 
  
Clubbed Thumb Summerworks Festival at Ohio Theater 
June 23, 2009   
Reviewed by VanLoan 
vanloan@nyconstage.org   
 
When the lights come up on Kristen Newbom's play Telethon, the last in 
this year's Clubbed Thumb Festival, five people are seated at a table in 
Halloween costumes (clown, skeleton, fairy princess, etc.). We soon 
realize that two if not three of the adult masqueraders are physically or 
mentally handicapped. The humorous beginning turns a little confusing if 
not downright queasy as we try to get our dramatic bearing. Surprisingly 
and most gratefully, the talented Newbom allows us to become enthralled 
with and ultimately moved by this band of misfits. 
  
 

The two group 
leaders Scott (Greg 
Keller) and Ann (the 
always fascinating 
Christina Kirk) work at 
a home for the 
disabled and have 
just returned to count 
the proceeds from an 
outdoor fund raiser. 
Their three charges 
Jerry (Andrew 
Weems) the clown, 
Gary (Debargo 
Sanyal) the fairy 
princess and Shelly 

(Birgit Huppuch) the skeleton all are wound up from a day outside the 
facility. The table is at a Dunkin' Donuts where presumably little notice of 
the group will be taken. The loud banter and outrageous (of sorts) behavior 
is taken in stride by Scott and Ann. A short blackout allows the scene to be 



changed to Christmas then later followed by Easter. All the scenes take 
place in the appropriate seasonal costumes and at the same Dunkin' 
Donuts (since we have become prepared for the set-up, the ensemble in 
Easter bunny outfits draws the biggest laughs).   
 
As we watch the recurring post-fund raiser countdowns, we realize that 
Ms. Newbom's wants us to accept the group as a sort of dysfunctional 
family. As the pseudo-parents, Scott and Ann bicker, flirt and gossip over 
work related situations. As the "children", Jerry, Gary and Shelly while 
obviously a bit more than the usual handful slowly ingratiate themselves 
into our consciousness. What propels the play out of that dismal "disease 
of the week" category however, is Newbom's clever handling of the 
potentially, politically incorrect-ness of the situation. Her dialogue is crisp, 
sharp and never condescends to her characters. Scott and Ann take the 
'antics' of the disabled trio in stride even making good natured fun of them 
to their faces. While at times shocking (both intentionally and not), the trio 
seems to know how much they can 'get away with' and are suitably 
remorseful when chastised. The emotionally charged situations provoke 
both laughter and melancholy simultaneously.  The author is blessed with 
a top-notch production team. Director Ken Rus Schmoll (recent Obie 
winner for his direction of Telephone) keeps a firm hand on the sensibility 
of the piece knowing which scenes to heighten without allowing any 
sentimentality to creep in. Costumer designer Kirche Leigh Zelle brings just 
the right amount of levity to her work. But it's really the actors who steal our 
hearts. All of them are superb finding both touching and obnoxious 
nuances in their characters (personally, I was taken with Sanyal's gay 
paraplegic in his motorized wheelchair). The elegiac final scene seems 
totally appropriate; an admiring but never patronizing look at a disabled but 
never disenfranchised family. 






